175 Watt Metal Halide Bulb. Medium Base. ED17 Coated Bulb.
Item #: MH175/C/U/MED

Specifications:
- ANSI Designation: M57/E
- Package Quantity: 12
- Bulb Size: ED17
- Bulb Finish: Coated
- Base: Medium
- Maximum Overall Length (in.): 5.44
- Light Center Length (in.): 3.38

Operating Characteristics
- Lamp Watts (Nominal): 175
- Approx. Initial Lumens: 13,300
- Approx. Mean Lumens: 8,400
- Average Rated Life (Hours): 10,000
- Color Temperature (K): 4,000
- CRI (Color Rendering Index): 65

Operating Position: Universal
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